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Description

Dr. Jane Ruby said Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky 
is now trying to cover up her lies.

According to the physician and author, the CDC is among the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19)
conspirators – people and agencies that planned the mandatory injection program in 2015. She added
that everything the CDC has done and published on its website and other official communiques
amounts to fraud and lies in the conspiracy to commit acts of murder and terrorism upon the people of
the United States of America, with the proof and the truth coming in their own words.

“The head of the CDC Dr. Rochelle Walensky is trying to cover her lies lately. They pushed to get this
shot into every living thing by telling you that your body didn’t know what it was doing, that the laws of
nature cease to exist with COVID-19, that natural immunity from all these flu, particularly the COVID-19
flu, was inferior to their bioweapon shot on top of the lie that the shots are not even vaccines,” Ruby
said during the March 14 episode of “Live with Dr. Jane Ruby” show on Brighteon.TV.

“And the PCR doesn’t diagnose anything. And as each lie was uncovered and the truth came out one
by one that injected people are actually less and less able to fight infection and immune-related
diseases. She’s now telling Americans that it’s their fault. She’s telling people that it’s your fault for
trusting the science too much. A 180-degree flip from the CDC guidelines have to be followed perfectly.
Well, you all should know by now that the CDC is actually a weaponized propaganda organization, a
paid lying machine.” (Related: CDC’s Walensky now admits that covid vaccines “can’t prevent 
transmission” … so what’s the point of vaccine passports?)
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Ruby gave a few examples of Walensky’s lies about natural immunity, which showed how the CDC
shifted and changed as each lie was uncovered.

The medical professional and veteran pharmaceutical drug development expert said the CDC’s first lie
was that the vaccines will be needed to achieve herd immunity because there is no evidence for lasting
protective immunity to the SARS-CoV-2 following natural infection.

“They knew that natural immunity was better. Everyone, every scientist in this area, medical doctors,
nurses are all taught and understand that nothing is superior to your God-given natural immunity. So
when that lie was uncovered, they switched to you’ve got natural immunity, but you don’t have that
immune protection for very long so you better take the shots,” Ruby said.

“And then when that lie was peeled back, it changed to we have to renege on that one. You do have
natural immunity from this flu and it does last a lot longer than vaccines or injections.”

She also pointed out that right after the CDC’s lies came out, decent scientific studies proved that
natural immunity was superior.

Meanwhile, there was no evidence that a SARS-CoV-2 virus in its pure form was isolated from
an infected individual. Because of that, Ruby said there is no way to diagnose variants and that people
were scared back into wearing masks with the delta and omicron scare.

Ruby also played two video clips of Walensky recommending that people to get maximally vaccinated
with the vaccines and booster and explaining the CDC’s “vaccine studies” in a Congress hearing.

The Brighteon.TV host called Walensky’s term “maximally vaccinated” ridiculous and clarified that it is
not even a scientific term used in the human drug development and research industry.

Follow Conspiracy.news to know more about the COVID-19 pandemic and vaccine conspirators.

Watch the full March 14 episode of “Live with Dr. Jane Ruby” below. “Live with Dr. Jane Ruby”
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